6-5-2015 Wives In Key West Win 1984 II Trillions To Buy
MacBook Pro for Every StarBucks World Wide w/Tech
Toutors!
Friday, June 05, 2015

11:19 AM

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl
33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082

6-5-2015 Goddess of Inspiration! A Conversion Therapy
agenda to restore lost libido of Women's Inspirational
Electricity...
6-5-2015 'Female Viagra' Wins Approval From FDA Panel The
once-a-day pill flibanserin aims to treat a sexual desire
disorder known to affect about 1 in 10 women.
6-5-2015 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat announced... Viagra for
Women Goddess of Inspiration! A Conversion Therapy
adgenda to restore lost libido of Women's Inspirational
Electricity to get 1,001 Nobel's in Medicine a Year and
inspire Greg to invent to "Lobotomy Gas" for war criminals
and common criminals. Yes a End to War + Crime Invention
is possible, so is 1,001 Times Faster than the speed of light.
Berkeley sold its SOUL to BP Oil adgendas!
6-5-2015 Classified from CIA that Combat Wounded Veterans
who die in the USA, their Organs are sold to Saudi and other
Oil Men... and Walter Reed Military + VA doctors make
trillions from Saudi's performing the Organ transplants on
the Saudi Princes $$$
6-5-2015 Neuroscientists like to pair brain activity signals
with machine learning pattern analyses to detect complex
patterns that signal whether a person is remembering a
target stimulus or perceiving it as novel. "We can train our
algorithms on one person's data to recognize the pattern of
when they're first seeing something versus when they're
remembering something."
6-5-2015 Schizophrenia - evidence that disruption of a
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6-5-2015 Schizophrenia - evidence that disruption of a
delicate chemical balance in the brain is heavily implicated
in the disorder.

6-5-2015 Generals, Admirals, War Criminals, Murderers...
strong evidence that disruption of a delicate chemical
balance in the brain is heavily implicated in the disorder.
Combination of genetic faults can disrupt the chemical
balance of the brain. Jewish Aliens who have invented Star
Travels must have a 1984 III Society that follows the Ten
Commandments...

6-5-2015 H @ -252 C in 1 Trillion Cans made by NASA, New
Birds Eye Frozen Packaging made by NASA will let Birds Eye
Frozen Foods stock its Frozen Foods anywhere on Earth in
Outside Markets... Street Vendors, Garage Sales, grin! Plus
you can eat the frozen strawberries, rasberries, blueberries
out of the package no cooking of course and if Birds Eye
invents a way to eat Long Grain Organic Brown Rice with
Milk unfrozen out of the package like Cheerios sells its Bowl
of Cheerios now without milk... Nomad Holdings, which has
just completed a £1.9billion deal for Birds Eye owner Iglo,
said it was in exclusive early stage discussions. New chief
executive Stefan Descheemaeker said: "There are abundant
organic and acquisitive growth opportunities available
within the consumer foods space. It's a fragmented industry."
Private equity-owned Findus is one of Europe's biggest frozen
food and seafood companies with over £1billion in annual
turnover. Birds Eye Heavy Lift Helicopters Combines made by
Boeing fuel by H @ -252 over the Amazon Harvesting Fruits
can package them with a Dewar Flask type of container in
the Helicopter Combines! 1,001 More invention projects here...
in frozen foods packaging! Flying the Frozen Foods in a
Container that loads into a 747 Cargo Plane that loads
from the "TOP" and the Helicopter Combines never needs to
land and unload the Container of Amazon Frozen Birds Eye
Fruits... wow!
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6-5-2015 Gas Station Explosion in Ghana’s Capital Kills
Around 100 By ADAM NOSSITER The blast occurred overnight
while the station was packed with people seeking shelter from
knee-high water caused by rain that has flooded much of
the city

6-5-2015 "Charity concert helps family fight cancer" BY
MANDY MILES Citizen Staff mmiles@keysnews.com A nineyear-old ninja is fighting an invisible foe — and with an
entire island in his corner, Nicky Sorbelli is conquering
chemotherapy so he can kick cancer. Doctors diagnosed
lymphoma in Nicky three months ago, and though he is
responding well to the tiresome and tortuous treatments, the
family’s finances are not as invincible, and three days a
week.

6-5-2015 Goddess of Inspiration! A Conversion Therapy
agenda to restore lost libido of Women's Inspirational
Electricity...
6-5-2015 'Female Viagra' Wins Approval From FDA Panel The
once-a-day pill flibanserin aims to treat a sexual desire
disorder known to affect about 1 in 10 women.
6-5-2015 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat announced... Viagra for
Women Goddess of Inspiration! A Conversion Therapy
adgenda to restore lost libido of Women's Inspirational
Electricity which is real as a State of the Arts MRI... 1,001
Nobel's have been lost by our 1984 II Dictators via their hate
crimes against Women, letting 19K a year from 1980 be
murdered by drunk OJ's and Troops coming home from Oil
Wars... let alone Los Alamos and Walter Reed not working on
a cure for Stage 4. Awaken the Love of a Woman's Inspiration
to get a miracle Cure... Modern Pope's like Pope Francis have
lost all desire to be inspired by a Womens Inspiration, our
1984 II Dictators Too. 007 Movie Nobember Man, Shall we
start another war or Save Her Life... looks like they, the Top
Brass started another war and will not Mobilize Homeland
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Brass started another war and will not Mobilize Homeland
Security or the FBI to save her life from June 4, 2015 to the
end of 2015 via iPhone 6 ++ iApps already written by
someone in our 1984 II Society!
"Waco biker defiant about negative stereotypes"

Yes Greg + Wives in Key West will get this Gravity Control
Invention and of course the "Gravity Engine" for the flying
cars.
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CLICK HERE ----- Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar
Index-2 I edited it the web is fixed up nicely...

850 pages moved to this web link
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html
Moved 840 pages from Jan 2014 to Christmas 2014
Link to Photos and Acrobat files of Greg in NYC
Greg's YouTube Video reposted
inventsomething@live.com

4 MD Wives at the Hemingway House Key West Writers
Classes... Stage 4 Miracle Cure in 2015

Married Name Change "International New York Times" will
become "Doctor New York Times"
1,001 Times Faster than the Speed of light is a invention Greg
+ Wives in Key West will get...
From <http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/>
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